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Relating passage success to location 
and movement of American shad 
within the Turners Falls power canal.
Cabot Station Complex 
Turners Falls, MA
Shad Gauntlet:
 Power canal first constructed in 
1866 and expanded in 1915
 2.2 miles long
 Average depth of 22 feet
 Ranges widely from 14-24 feet in 
main trench, 5 feet in shallow ‘pool’ 
area
 Width ranges from 99-783 feet
 Hydraulic capacity of 16,200 cfs
 Ice harbor fishway at Cabot 
Station
 Fish encouraged to enter here
 Ladder at the gatehouse
 Exit out of canal and passage to 
upstream habitat
American shad (Alosa sapidissima)
Life History
 Iteroparous (in Northeast) 
 Anadromous 
 Decline in abundance
 Overfishing
 Habitat loss
 Barriers to passage
The Project
 Ongoing project to test passage efficiency of Cabot 
Station Complex
 Notoriously not so negotiable
 Understand shad behavior within canal and fishways
 PIT and radio telemetry study
 Manual tracking of radio tagged fish within the canal
‘What’s the um…point?’
1. Fishlift
2. Missing link
1. Underestimating 
movement/location?
2. Do movement/location 
matter?
3. What factors influence 
movement/location?
The variables
 Size: fork length (mm)
 Condition: % scale loss
 Sex: straightforward enough
 Origin: Holyoke Lift or Cabot Fishway
 Year
 Day of the year
 Passage success
 Flow characteristics
 Movement: minimum possible movement (m)
 Distance: distance from Cabot bypass (m)
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2009 fish presence by date
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2010 fish presence by date
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Movement patterns
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Females are significantly 
LARGER than males.
Total movement does NOT 
differ between sexes.
Sex
Female and male size
P<0.001
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Female and male movement
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p= 0.810
F = 75    M=120
Size did NOT differ among 
origins.
Movement did NOT differ 
among origins.
Origin: 2010
Cabot and Holyoke fish size
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Cabot and Holyoke fish movement
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Cabot = 31    Holyoke=44
NO relationship between 
fish size and movement.
Condition and movement 
were negatively correlated.
Movement
All years length and movement
Fork length (mm)
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Cabot and Holyoke fish movement
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R-squared: 0.044,  P = 0.0039
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Cabot and Holyoke fish movement
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Distance up canal
Length and distance from bypass
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No relationship between 
condition and distance.
Average distance from 
bypass increases with time.
Distance up canal
Condition and time
Scale loss and distance
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R-squared: 0.008,  P =  0.006
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Significance of relationship 
LOST among passers.
Relationship REMAINS 
among non-passers.
Distance up canal
Passers vs. non-passers
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Non-passers
R-squared: 0.013 ,  P = 0.001 
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R-squared: : 0.005,  P = 0.469
Pass= 31    Non-pass=164
Day of the year
Distance up canal
Variation among years
2008=50,  2009=68, 2010=77 2008=214,  2009=458, 2010=211
Flow characteristics
1. Canal divided into five sections based on flow 
characteristics.
2. Proportional distribution for each fish based on 
number of occasions found in each section.
Cabot Pond Eleven Skinny Gatehouse
Proportional time spent in each region by year
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Proportional time spent in each section by passage success
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Conclusions
 Size, sex and origin are not 
related to movement.
 Better condition=more 
movement.
 Greater total movement of 
fish found closer to the 
gatehouse (upstream exit).
 Overall, positive relationship 
between day of year and 
distance from Cabot bypass.
 Improved passage rate 
during 2010: increased fish 
presence at gatehouse.
 Smaller fish associated with 
better condition and presence 
at gatehouse.
Common sense.
 Fish in better condition will move more than fish in 
poor condition.
 Fish moving around the canal and able to tolerate 
more turbulent conditions are more likely to find the 
upstream exit.
 Larger fish are in poorer condition than small fish 
after passing Cabot ladder.
 Should we put in a lift at Cabot?
 Yes please.
Thank you!
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